
 
 
East Quay Pods Commission 
Open call-out to find a designer-builder for unique self-catering ‘pods’ 
 
An exciting opportunity to design and build, the internals of between one and five 
idiosyncratic and ingenious self-catering pods which form part of the new Invisible Studio 
designed East Quay development on the quayside of the historical harbour town of 
Watchet, West Somerset.  
 
The development’s funding is all in place, including £5M from the Coastal Communities 
Fund round 5; the largest amount given to any one project by that fund. We have our 
lease, our Design Team, our Contractor and our passion! We break ground in a few 
weeks!  
 

 
 
‘…the exuberance, idiosyncrasy and charm carry the day, that the scheme must go ahead just as it is, that it 
is the result of an admirable community effort…’ (South West Design Review Panel) 

 
Our vision for East Quay is “to build an extraordinary arts regeneration and social 
enterprise development that signals bravely how community-led renewal can empower 
people, help them to develop agency and rebuild a forgotten local economy in a turbulent 
and uncertain global context. East Quay holds the firm belief that who you are, what you 
have, and where you live should not limit or constrain your access to the highest-quality 
artistic and creative experiences, and that everyone should play a role in conceptualising 
their futures; a process for which art is integral. We need art now more than ever to help 
us understand and navigate the future; a responsibility that East Quay will embrace.” 
 
The main building designed by Piers Taylor of Invisible Studio and taken through to Stage 
5 by Ellis Williams Architects, is made up of a two-storey gallery, associated shop, café, 
handmade paper mill, print studio and office space, art studios and workshops, an 
education space and the five self-catering pods.  
 
 



“It's been a joy to have worked with Onion Collective on one of the most exciting 
community led coastal regeneration projects in the United Kingdom, which will hopefully 
act as a catalyst for continuing growth and change for Watchet. The buildings include bold 
propositions, but similarly belong to the architecture and character of Watchet. They speak 
of its geology, geography and rich cultural history; it isn't just another building delivered in 
a mediocre way, it changes peoples' lives for the better and needs to get under the skin 
and the character of the place,” Piers Taylor, Invisible Studio.  
 
The pods are aimed at the more adventurous traveller looking for an immersive 
experience. It is envisaged people will stay between two to seven nights and that they will 
mostly make use of local cafes and restaurants, although the pods will be self-catering. 
The guest will be interested in Art, Design and Architecture and will appreciate an 
environmental and sustainable stance and look for the ‘experience’ within all aspects of 
their stay.  
 
Key thematic words from our workshops and brainstorms include: 
 
Unconventional • Creative • Recycle • Human • Ingenious • Modular • Natural Materials 
Inspiring • Environmental • Nest • Low-fi • Alterity • Playful • Idiosyncratic •  Recycle 
 
Considerable importance will be attached to the contribution that the internal design of the 
pods can make to the idiosyncratic and exuberant character of the building as a whole. 
This commission is particularly aimed at artists, architects and makers, who see the limited 
internal space within the pods as a positive constraints; offering an invitation to be 
inventive, responsive and quirky, an opportunity to create unique and inspirational places 
to stay so that visitors can experience a vibrant and visceral building within a marine 
environment. 
 
The Invisible Studio Design and Access statement for the main building should be read 
and will explain the rationale for the external design along with a set of plans for the pods 
elevations etc. by Ellis Williams Architects and the general arrangement by landscape 
architects LT Studio.  
 
Budget: 
The budget is £15,000 to £20,000 per pod for the design, materials, purchase and fit-out 
labour to fulfil the design. We are happy to accept tenders for one or multiple pods, but we 
do want each pod to have a unique feel. Your bid should include an approximate 
breakdown of your total budget, including an indicative design fee. The winning team can 
opt employ the construction contractor or to fit-out themselves. All works must be 
completed by March 2021. 
 
Scope Of Works:   

1. Internal decoration - wall finishes, floor finishes etc. (on to linings and partitions as 
shown in drawings) 

2. Design, purchase and installation of kitchen and appliances  
3. Design purchase and installation of sanitaryware to bathroom 
4. Design purchase and installation of any other internal fitted/ loose furniture and 

fittings 
5. Design purchase and installation of light fittings and  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uaCpj1B31DgymwX_w4_MYn53CbRdpXFd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vHjWmF4VCvKaVR6BhIrggSvZDlRknShx?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10bG_DPaEULej0LNh8e2KMgmvZPk4t8lv/view?usp=sharing


6. Liaise with main contractor to provide final co-ordination of M&E to the pods (Main 
contractor to supply and fit the domestic hot water services and drainage for 
ensuite shower, WC and WHB and kitchenette / sink) 

7.  Liaise with with contractor on placement of heat emitters and placing of ventilation 
and MVHR units. (LV distribution and consumer board fitted by main contractor and 
location of power outlets to be advised) 

 
Submissions: 
Expressions of interest should include per pod; 

• sketch images  
• one proposed internal detail to give the essence of the design,  
• along with approx. 500 words on the materials and methodology so we can glean 

an understanding of your ethos, processes and drivers. 
 
A CV / portfolio should also be submitted. 
 
Please email your submission through to Rachel@onioncollective.co.uk by 5pm on 16th 
December 2019. We anticipate potential tenderers will be invited for interview week 
commencing 6th January 2020.  
 
All technical questions relating to this tender will be shared on the Onion Collective 
Website.  
 
We expect to announce the winning submissions which will be taken forward to design by 
January 31st 2020.  
 


